The Berenstain Bears: Jobs Around Town (Berenstain Bears/Living Lights)
Synopsis

Searching for the perfect job, the Bear siblings learn to celebrate the many talents of others and begin to imagine where their own God-given gifts will take them as they grow.
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Customer Reviews

My daughter loves these books and they are easy for her to read, not only that but they have a story to them and it helps her learn at the same time. I love that they stories for many different situations in life. Great book.

My Kindergartners loved this story. It does include reference to talents from God, but I was able to easily take these out to use at school. But I included the references when reading it to my 4 year old daughter who really enjoyed the book.

Good job covering occupations but the Biblical and scripture references make it impossible to use in public schools. Would be great in a parochial school setting.

I love almost all the Berenstain bears books so this one is not different great book if you have read
other Berenstain books

4 and 6 year old kids really enjoyed it. Easy enough for my first grader to read to herself, as well.

I love these books! They are the perfect stories for elementary school aged kids who are learning to read. My 7 year old granddaughter loves reading them!

Love the Berenstain Bears. This is a nice read for little ones about jobs. Not complicated. Easy read. Great pictures.
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